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No  worship ne reverence oweth to be do to any ymages of the  crucifix, of
Our Lady Seynt Marya ne of none other seyntcs.

William Hardy (Mundham).

It is generally recognized that the rejection of images meant one was smelling
‘a  Lollard  in the wind’, an odour of heterodoxy particularly strong in the
Norwich diocese heresy trials. Beginning in autumn 1428, the  trials  coincided
with the burning at Norwich of William White, Hugh Pye, both priests, and
John Waddon, traumatic  events  given their prominence in East  Anglian
Lollard  cells. The  trials have  been widely studied since their publication by
Norman Tanner.1 Despite the uniformity of episcopal questions, the tran-
scribers of the Norwich trials  took  pains to record verbal  variations, idio-

syncratic responses, and downright feistiness. My concern is not to retrace
familiar ground, but  rather  to situate the Norfolk Lollards within their parish

churches and to consider in what ways parochial art in the first quarter of the
fifteenth century shaped  their attitudes. With the recent completion of the

Nagfalk  .S'uéject L1}! it is possible to describe some parishes in detail and to
argue fromanalogy what imagery would have been foundin others.z Such  a
consideration  supplements the defendants’ stated  reasons for image  rejection

Portions of  this paper  were presented at  Leeds International  Medieval Congress in 2001

at  a session  sponsored by the Lollard Society entitled ‘Beyond  the Binaxy’.

‘  N. Tanner, ed., Henry T  rink  in the  Diome ofNorwitb, 1428—31, FourthSeries  20, 1977.

See  Margaret Aston’s  extensive review, ‘William  White’s  Lollaxd Followers’, in her  Lollardr

and  Mme”:  Image:  and  Literag in late Medieval  Religion, London  1984, pp. 71—100, where

she draws attention to the close  verbal  correspondence between the anti-image clauses

ascribed to White and the  Bungay parish  chaplain  Robert Cave]; also ‘Lollards  and  Images’
in  ibid.  pp. 135—192.  Citation  of the  extensive  bibliography is beyond the  scope  of this

note, see the collected  articles  by Anne Hudson, Lollardr  and  their Books, London 1985, and

the  same, He  Pmnattm  Rg’omatinn, Oxford  1988. I  have  dealt tangentially with the trials

in my Saab/e Sign:  17):  Iwnagraply qftbe  Swen Sacrament; Woodbridge  1994, esp.  ch. 2, ‘Dead
Signs: The  Lollard Challenge’.

2  Since 1978  Clifford  Davidson  has  inspired  and  supported  the  publication  of  subject
lists  that  index  the  extant  and lost art in  counties  rich in medieval drama. A.E. Nichols,

He Barb Art cy' Nog‘alk:  A  Suy'ect  LiJ't, Early Drama, Art, and Music  Reference  Series 7,

Kalamazoo  2002  (hereafter  Subq 1131).
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and helps to  explain  their  vituperative  attacks on images of the cross.At
least three types of images need to be  distinguished, narrative, catechetical,

and votive. It has generally been  assumed  that Lollards rejected all imagery, but
there  is no documentary evidence that  Norfolk Lollards  objected to narrative
or catechetical  art.  The  assumption  is warranted only for votive images. While
the latter would have sharpened dichotomies between orthodoxand
heterodox, no  such  opposition need be  assumed  for narrative and catecheu'cal

lma es.
gThe Norfolk defendants came from  fifteen  parishes spread across the

county, but largely concentrated in the southeast quadrant and in a  network
of Norfolk/Suffolk parishes in the Waveney Valley with the heaviest concen-
trations  in Earsham (10), Loddon (7), and Martham (4).3 Of the 15 parish

churches  under consideration, five, including Mart-ham and Loddon, underwent

major rebuilding after our pen’od; four, including Ditchingham and Earsham
suffered major nineteenth-century restoration. Another halfdozen churches,
including Bergh Apton, preserve  significant  remains or can be reconstructed
fromantiquarian records. South Creake and  Seething preserve  enough  early
work to serve as case studies.

Entezing Seething by the  south  door, one  sees exactly what William Bate
saw: the northwall covered with  paintings, in the west  a  composition  known
as the Three Quick and the Dead, next  a  massive St Christopher, then the
Annunciation, Nativity, Resurrection, Ascension, and Coronation (the Five

Joys of Mary),4 and in the east corner St John the Baptist. The adjacent window

probably held  an  Annunciation  though only a descending dove is preserved
in the tracery. The  south  windows had an evangelist set inscribed with names
followed by ‘euangelista’.  On the  south  wall is an  unidentified  composition
and Gossiping, a subject related to the deadly sins. The churchwould  have
had patronal statues of Sts Margaret and  Remigius.  There was  a  gild of
St Margaret, so it is likely that the  statue  would have been well provided with

lights and perhaps with  other  votive paraphernalia. The imagery on the nave
walls, however, is predominately narrative.

The general impression that the life of Christ was rare except in expensive

altarpieces  like  the well—known Despenser retable for the high  altar  at the
Cathedral, or those at St Michael-at—Plea and St  Saviour, is not supported by
the Norfolk survey. In out period extensive Passion cycles were also  painted
on the walls of Little Walsingham,5 Crostwight, and West Somerton, a  parish
adjacent to  Martham.  The font at Blofield With its Infancy/Passion reliefs

3  Suffolk  churches  are cited only tangentially because  they remain to be surveyed; E.

Welch, ‘Some  Suffolk Lollards’, PSIA, vol. 29 (1962), pp.  154—65.

‘  The  term  ‘Joys of Mary' misleads  since  Christ is central to all five scenes; discussion

in Sufi”! Lzlrt, App.  VII, pp.  323—24.  There is evidence for Infancy cycles  at  Shelfanger
and  Great  Hockham.

5  Subject Lin, figs 11 (Flagellan'on) and 16 (Harrowing of Hell).
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suggests a  growing lay interest in funding such cycles.6 Imaged lives of Christ
would not have been honoured with lights or genuflections, and so there
seems no reason to assume that they would  have  been offensive to Lollard
parishioners.

The turnof the century also evidenced a growing interest in narrative lives
of  saints  in all forms of art and literature.  A  painted glass life of St Margaret
with inscribed Latin dialogue  (1415-25) remains at NorthTuddenham, and
other  parishes  probably had narrative sequences in the main lights (largely
destroyed). There were  late  fourteenth-century mural  lives of St Catherine at
Sporle (su'll well-preserved), Margaret at Lirnpenhoe, John  Baptist  at Elsing
and Heydon, and an extensive martyrdom scheme at Catfleld. Crudely put in
terms of quantity, narrative art dominated parish  churches  at the close of the
fourteenth century. Although narrative exempla were eschewed in  Lollard
preaching, it is not  unlikely that narrative art on church walls provided an
elementary education for the  children  and young people, who as men and
women in adulthood clamoured for more.

One furthernarrative  subject  at Seething deserves mention, the popular
composition known as the Three Quick and the Dead. One~third of the
thirty extant fourteenth-century examples are in Norfolk, most  concentrated
in Lollard areas. While hunting, three kings, sometimes representing the ages
of man, meet three skeletons. The stark warning against being caught up in
the pleasures of life and forgetting the inevitability of  death  with its corruption
of the body would  have  been as meaningful to Lollards as to their orthodox
neighbours. The warning comes not only fromthe picture, but also in words
written in  letters  large enough to be clearly read. At Ditchingham, the parish
of Sibil and John Godsell, the three skeletons warn, ‘So were  we’.7 Although
the  texts  at Wickhampton and at Seething have  been lost, the most  common
phrase preserved elsewhere is the more ominouswarning of the  skeletons,
‘Swiche  schul  ye  be.’ The phrases are brief, the syntax straightforward  — in  short,
English  text  on church walls accessible even to the semi-literate. Narrative art
such as this bridged the gap between pictures as books for the unlettered and
actual  books for the lajty.a

6  The  Nativity and Flight  into  Egypt are illustrated in H.M. Cautley,  Now/k Chum/m,

Ipswich  1949, p.  132.  Before the  first quarter  of the  century, font decoration was largely
restricted  to  non-representational  design, e.g., angels holding instruments  of the  Passion
at  Bergh  Apton or playing musical instruments at Bedingham.  Perhaps  such  images were
viewed indifferently. Angels and the  instruments  of the  Passion, ubiquitous in  Norfolk
churches, are never cited.

7  WP.  Storck, ‘Aspects  of  death  in English art and  poeuy’, Burlington  Magazine, vol. 21
(1912), p. 317 and fig.  1  D; the  Subject  List has 13 entries.

3  Hudson, Lollardr and theirBaoku; Aston, ‘Lollardy and literacy’, in her, Rfamzm, pp.  193—
217; and A.E.  Nichols, ‘Books-for—laymen:  the demise of  a  commonplace’, Cburrb  Hixtay,

vol.  56 (1987), pp. 457—73.
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Votive images were another matter. Their rejection is formulated in two
image clauses, about evenly divided  among the defendants, one broadly
phrased, ‘no honoris to be given to any image’ and the more specific  clause
quoted at the head of  this  essay, where the modifying phrase  aptly cites the
three images required in every parish  church, the great  Rood, the Virgin on
the southof the central  altar, and  titular  patron saint(s) on the north, the
Trinity at Loddon, St  Andrew  at Bedingham, St Peter at  Mundham, Sts Peter
and Paul at Bergh  Apton  (alabaster fragments have survived), Sts Margaret
and Remigius at Seething, All  Saints  at Beighton, Earsham and Shotesham.
The more general clause was sometimes furtherqualified  by ‘in churches’9 or
more specifically ‘in or outside  churches’,'° an important  distinction  since two
of the documented iconoclastic  attacks  were on external images. John Bunge
(Beighton) had specified  carved  images,11 but painting also is cited: ‘lewed
wrightes of  stokkes  hewe and fourme  suche  crosses and ymages, and after
that  lewed peyntors glorye thaym with colours’.12 What these images have in
common is dame-dimensionality and votive devotion.l3 They were honoured
with genuflections, lights, prayers, and gifted with votive  paraphernalia. Popular
statues, particularly on feast days, were decked with jewelry and garments. The
cult  statue at St  Leonard’s  Norwich had on its breast rings arranged in a cross,
ten  other  rings, a  broach with various  stones, and  a silk  cap. The Virgin and
Child were  similarly decked, the Child with  a  silver and gilt crown, the Virgin
with a sapphire ring on her middle finger and around her neck an  Agnus  Dei
with clasp.“ Our Lady of Walsingham had a gold crown and Henry, Duke  of
Lancaster, gave the shrine  a  lily pot  valued  at 400 marks.” We  know  the image
was kissed since William Colyn was accused of saying he would  rather kiss
the feet of the Lady Le Strange  than  those of the Lady of Walsingham.”

9  Tamer, Trialr, (in err/nib) pp. 71, 183 (deleted in the  English  transcription), 197, 207.

'0 Ibid., (in  mlm'w  1m  extra /  not alibi), pp. 78, 106, 190, 194, 201.
"  Ibid, p. 71 (ymaginibu: .rméolix). Given the limited  free  stone in  East  Anglia, most

smtues  were probably wood.
'2 Margery Baxter, ibid, p. 44.
'3 Two dimensional art might be the  object  of devotion, e.g., Christopher, larger  than

life-size, and probably the  most  popular image in the  church  given the belief  that  death
would be prevented on the day one looked on the  saint, or if one did die, the last  sacraments
were  assured. The ubiquity of his image is suggested by the  number  of  entries  in the Sayer:
lift, pp. 176—81. The  next  most  popular saints  were Catherine, pp. 171—75, and  Margaret,

pp.  213—16.
'4 A 1452/3 inventory cites  a  green girdle accompanied by a cloth  of gold  vest, W.T.

Bensly, ‘St.  Leonard's Priory, Norwich’, Nog’olk  Art/Jaeology, vol. 12 (1895), pp.  200, 214.

'5 E. Waterton, Pieta: Mariana Britannia, London  1879, pt 2, p. 279. The earliest reference

to clothing is in  1439  when the  countess of Warwick  bequeathed  the churchof Walsingham
and ‘to the  Lady there’, among other things, ‘her  gown of alyz  cloth  of gold, with wide
sleeves’, F. Blomefield, An Eng} Towardr a Topographical Hirtoy 9/ the  Conny of Nagfolk,
London 1805—1810, vol. 9, p. 279.

'6 Tanner, Triak, p. 90.
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The  most radicalopposition to images was expressed by William  Bate,
who sweepingly rejected the craft of image-making on the grounds that it was
unnecessary:  ‘these  craftys of  peyntours  and gravours in no mane:  shuld  be
used, for all suche craftys be nother necessarie ne nedfull to be  had’.” It is
but one  step from this position to arguing that  images be done away with.
The statue of St Andrew stolen from Trowse on February 5, 1427  was burned
at Bergh, and an unidentified clen'c at Loddon is cited as having burned images
there.” The phrase used by Dives, ‘I would [images] were  brent al’ was probably
currentamong East Anglian Lollards, but Colyn’s use of the expression surely
stemmed fromfrustration rather than  iconoclastic  intent.” South Creake had
been undergoing almost  constant renovation  since 1400, when a papal indul-
gence was granted to conserve the  altar  of the Holy Cross, presumably at the
end of the  north  aisle.20 The campaign to renew  this altar  precipitated wider
plans, for  a  new roof was provided by the end of  first  quarter of the century.
A  1412  bequest to cover the church helped to pay for  a  new angel hammerbem
roof.21 Once the roof was covered, new clerestory windows were needed, and
ultimately attention turned to refurbishing or providing new images. It is this
final  campaign that  is recorded in the  trial  records.  Asked  for a  donation,
Colyn replied that he would rather give 12p for burning an image than painting
one, an outburst that surely reflects the exacerbation of decades of image-
making at  South  Creake. The  cost  must  have been substantial. We have no
figures for Creakc but contemporary prices elsewhere are  suggestive:  at the
Cathedral in  1414 38/22for  3  statues (4/6 for the  stone, 26/8 for the  making,
and 8/6 for the  painting), and in  1427  117  shillings  for the statue of St Thomas
of Canterbury, including painting and precious stones.22 At  Runhall in  1416  it
cost  34/4  to paint  a  picture of St Catherine.23 Even painted cloths  could  be
expensive; one for the feasts of St John at Wiggenhall  cost  40 shillings.24

The evidence at SouthCreake suggests  that  the sheer quantity of imagery
could provoke  antipathy. The image clauses are, however, generally non-
specific, 2  non-specificity not without interest given the stn'king omission of any

'7 Ibid, p. 160; quad  Me  4719: pittomm  et Impaler!!!»  rut/Io modo  debemnt  exerted, quia  nullo
mode um!  flea-maria, p. 158. Similar  attitudes  in the 12 Conclusions: A.  Hudson, Selectionsfivm
English  Wyn/file Writing, Cambridge, 1978, p. 28 (hereafter  SEWW).

‘3 Tanner, Trialr, pp. 218, 76.
'9 Ibid, p. 91. Colyn’s  relationship with  the  other  East Anglian Lollards is  unclear, but

he certainly had Lollard  inclinations:  he had refused to say his  penance  kneeling before
the  statue  of the  Blessed  Virgin. Dives: Nichols, ‘Books’, p.  463.

1° 8.  Cotton, ‘Indulgences  for building Norfolk  churches’, Nag’alk Archean/0g}: Rescue
Gmup, vol. 51 (1987), pp. 11-16.

2‘ P. Cattennole and S.  Cotton, ‘Medieval parish church  building in  Norfolk’, Nag‘blk
-  Arr/meoloy, vol. 38 (1983), p.  244.

22 DC. Beeching, Chapel: and  Altar:  qorwitb  Cathedral, Norwich 1916, p. 22.
a  Blomefield, Euqy, vol.  2, p.  473; cost  cited in J.  Gunn, Illmtratian:  aftbe Rand-ween  at

Barton  Tug‘,‘ Norwich 1869, p. 14.
2" T. Smith, Eng/M  Gildr, EETS  OS 40  (1870, 1963), p. 115.
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reference to the Crucifix Trinity (Mercy Seat), an image consistently attacked in
Lollard literature:  ‘the Fadir  as an olde man, and the Son as a yong man on
a  crosse, and the Holy Gost  comyng furtheof the Fadux mowthe to the Son
as  a  white dowfe’.25 The Crucifix Trinity appears on episcopal seals from the
twelfth century, the Cathedral being dedicated to the Holy and Undivided
Trinity.26 Bp William  Bateman  (1334—55) provided a new image of the Crucifix
Trinity, probably in response to the universalextension of the feast in 1334.27
John Finch was required to do his penance before this image, and Margery
Baxter would have faced the same composition on the font at Acle where she
did her penance.28 Loddon was dedicated to the Tn'nity, yet none of the
otherwise outspoken Loddon Lollards mentioned the image. Although the
present churchdates from the end of the fifteenth century, the statue of the
Crucifix Trinity now fitting snugly into the porch niche is certainly from
the former  church.  Defendants from the three parishes dedicated to All Saints
are equally silent. No All Saints image survives, but the feast in the Ranworth
Antiphoner  is historiated by a  Crucifix Trinity with saints enfolded in  Father’s
ermine-lined mantle.29

Of the three enjoined images, only the cross comes in for specific verbal
attack. According to Edmund Archer of Loddon the crucifix was ‘the sigma
and the tokens of Antecrist’.30 Indeed, the Loddon cell were unanimous in

antipathy, Thomas Mone adding that ‘ne no more reverence shuld be do to
the crucifix in the churche than to the galwes whyche theves be hanged on’.31
John Skylan (Bergh Apton) uses the same comparison, adding ‘al  suche  ymages
be but ydols and the makers of hem be acutsed’.32 Even the  sign  of the cross

25 SEWW, p. 83.  This  ‘ymage  usel’ is labeled  ‘most abhominable’ in the eighth Con-
dusion, SEWW, p. 2. The  Crucifix  Trinity is well represented in the Sugar! Lin, pp. 21—
24.

2‘ E.M.  Goulbum, 77M  Amie”!  Smgmtm in the Reef ofNonuitb  Cathedral, London  1876,

plate  2  between pp. 530, 531; W. de Gray Bitch, Catalogue  of Seal:  in the  qmmnt  of
Mariam?” in the  Brim}; Museum, vol. 1, London 1887.

27 Bartholomew of  Cotton, quoted DJ.  Stewart, 'Notes on Norwich  Cathedral’, Arcbaeal-
ogimljoumal, vol. 32 (1875), p. 36.

2‘ Tamer, Trick, pp.  188, 43. The font at Acle, site of Margery Baxter’s  penance, must

have been strikingly innovative in  1410  when it was carved. Looked at from the souththe
bowl seems  a  conventional  evangelist/ms bowl, but on the east  face  was  a  Crucifix

Trinity, on the west 9. Pieté.  Although  the dove is  modern, holes in the  crucifix  suggest

the  figure  of Christ was a separate piece, so the original dove may also have been  attached
by dowels.

29 Kathleen  Scott thinksthis ‘possibly the only such  [‘Schutzmantel’] in English  book
illustration’, later  GotbitManmmptx, 1390—1490. A  514mg qanmmpt:  Illuminated  in the  British
Isle:  V7, London 1996, no.  121.  Perhaps the  local  illuminate: copied images in Norfolk

parishes; there  are over 100 dedications to All Saints.
3° Tanner, Trialr, p. 166.
3‘ Ibid, p. 179.
’2 1m, p.  148.
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was attacked by two of the defendants, Hardy (Mundham) thought it the sign
of anti-Christ, while Fleccher (Beccles) maintained that the ‘commune blessyng
that men use and make with here right  hand, it availeth to nothing elles but
to skere away flies’.”

The most vivid statement  comes, as is so often the case, from Margery

Baxter. ‘Do you wish to see the true crossof Christ here in your own house?’
she asked Johanna Clyfland. Extending her arms, she  continued, ‘Look, this

is the true crossof  Christ, and this cross you are able to see and adore each
day in your own  home’ rather than traipsing off to churchto adore  dead
crosses.34 Margery, whom Tamer thought represented the fringes of East
Anglian  thought, may be given to hyperbole, but here her theology is not
entirely off base, for what she means is that the living members of the Body
of Christ, true images of Christ, shouldbe  honouxed, not dead images.35

Most  citations  of the expanded image clause use the phrase  jmagz'm'bm
mafixz', but Bate specifies the actual crossof crucifixion: ‘no maner of worship
shuldbe do to the crosse whiche Crist deyed upon’.36 Elsewhere bishops had
accused  Lollards  of saying ‘though  a  man  saughe  before him the same crosse
wereon Crist sufferreddeth, he schulde not worshipe it, for as it is  seid, al
that worshcipen the crosse or ymages ben cursed and don mawmenuti’.37 The
orthodox  accorded  dulia  to relics of the cross, whereas an image of that cross
would have been owed only labia.

Although  this is not the place for  a  linguistic excursus, the problem of
English equivalents for the terms  dulia  (honour due to God alone) and  [atria
(honour due to others), highlights the inadequacy of the vernacular to express
theological distinctions. Curiously, though theologians participated in the Nor-
wich hearings, neither technical term surfaces, perhaps suggesting the distinc-
tion was thought beyond the ken of the local Lollards. Used instead is the
phrase  nullm‘ honor, perhaps chosen to  cast  a net wide enough to trap as many
defendants as possible. Neither do the technical terms surface in the lists of
questions preserved in Bishop Poulton’s register (Worcester 1426—1433),
though the  theologian’s  list distinguishes between the honourdue to the holy

3’ Ibid, pp.  154, 86.
3‘ Ibid, p. 44. Women’s roles in Lollardy: C.  Cross, “‘Great reasoners  in Scripture”;

the  activities  of women Lollards 1380—1530, in Medieval  Women, ed. D.  Baker, Studies  in

Church History, Subsidia I, Oxford  1978, pp.  359—80, and S. McSheffrey, who qualifies

Cross’s comments on  East  Anglian women, ‘Women  and Lollardy:  a  reassessment’, Canadian
journal  afI-Iixtoy, vol. 26 (1991), pp.  199—223.

35 Asked by a companion  why he had  sunk  his  fagot  hook into an old wayside cross
near  Loddon, John Burell replied that however sharp the instrument, the  cross  would
never bleed; Tanner, T  n'alr, p. 76.

3‘ Ibid, p. 160. The Latin specified  ligno  malt C/Jrim', p. 158); 113110 features  prominently
in the liturgies of Good Friday, the Invention of the Cross, and the  Exaltation  of the

Cross.
’7 SEWW, p. 19 (16 Points); the reply temporises  that the crossshould  not be worshiped

‘as  God’, p. 23.
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cross(relics  of the  cross), which  may be adored, and  images  of Christ, the
Virgin  and saints, which  may be  venerated:  .ramta  crux .rit adoranda etjmagine:
Cbrim', beate  virgini: at  .ranctomm :int  cultu clique  cat/101m I/enermzde.’38 In  contrast
to  episcopal  documents, Lollard texts  do use the technical  terms translated  as
reverence  or  worship.  The  English  translation  ofRomrium  T beologie defines  [atria
as ‘reuerence dew to God alone’ and  dulia  as  ‘luffe  or  reuerence dewe  to  a
pure creature’.” The  eighth  Conclusion distinguishes  higher  (labia) and  lower
worship:  ‘latria longith to the  godhed alone, and the  lowere worschipe that  is
clepid dulia longith  to man and to aungel and to  lowere  cmatuxes’.40 In the
Norwich  court  book  the  same  two  synonyms  translate  honor, sometimes  as the
doublet  ‘worship and  reverence’.“ Adoratio  occurs  in five clauses Without  Eng-
lish  transcriptions  (including two  instances  of puxgation).42 It shouldprobably
be read as  a synonym  for ‘honour’.

One  senses that even  had the bishops  chosen  to distinguish  [atria  from
du/ia, responses would  have  been similar.  The  cross  of  Christ deserved  no
special honour.  The  priest William Sawtry, probably a Cambridgeshire  man
since  he was  also knownas Sir  William  Chatris, said  he  ‘would sooner worship’
a  king than  a  ‘wooden  cross’, ‘the  bodies  of the  saints’ or ‘a man  truly conttite’
than the  true cross  of  Christ; he  would only worship ‘Christ  that  suffered
upon  the  cross’.  If one can assume that  this  was  what  he  preached  as  a priest
in the  Norwich diocese, it may account  in  part  for the  centrality the cross
occupies  in  evidence recorded  in the  Norwich  court book.43

The  intensity of the attitudes, however, cannot so be  simply dismissed.
Local excesses must have contributed  to the  hostility.  The  most  prominent
image  in  every church was the  great rood spanning the  chancel opening, the
‘blynde  rodys’ of the  eighth Conclusion.“ A Lollard tract on  images  and
pilgrimages excoriadng those  who ‘hangen  myche siluer  and  gold  and  precious

3' A.  Hudson, ‘The  examination  of Lollaxds’, BIHR, vol.  46  (1973), p. 155.In the jurist’s
list  ueneran'a is an equivalent of  labia, ueneradane: mm}  etjmaginum  Jintfaa'ende, p.  154.

39 C. von Nolcken, 7%  Middle English T ramlalian  of the  Romrium Healagie, Heidelberg
1979, p.  124.

4" JEWW, p. 27.
4‘ Tanner, Trials; pp. 148  (Skyllan), 142  (I-Iawisia Mone).  Translating Boethius Chaucer

used  twemm  for  ueneralione.  For  Middle English doublets, ].M.  Mueller, He  Native Tongue

and the  Word, Chicago 1984, esp.  pp.  147—56.  The  Middle  Englirl)  Dicfionagy has a number
of  entries  for the doublet ‘honour and  worship’.

‘2 The Latin  deposition  against  Margery Baxter  also  uses  adorn”.  The  English cognate
has  relatively few  entries  in the  MED.  The  Middle English Prose Psalter  used ‘honouzid’
to translate  adorauenmt.  In contrast the entries for ‘reverence’ and ‘honoux’ each  run to
over  two  pages, ‘wotship’ to  eight.

‘3 John  Foxe, Hie Am and  Monuments, vol.  3, New York1965, p.  225.  Sawtry had  served
as parish  priest  at St Margaret’s Lynn and at  Tilney; his  public  abjuration in  English  took
place  outside St  James Chapel.

‘4 SEWW, p. 27.  Comp.  the  doublet  in the Latin  version:  med  mm'bm .riue mqju', WAX].
Shirley, ed, Fam'mli  Zizaniamm Magimijobanm':  [If/7515']; RS, London 1858, p.  364.
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clothis and stones theroone’ provides  a glimpse  of what the rood looked like
with Christ in ‘a breeche of old endentid with perry [jewels], and schoon of
siluer and  a  croune  frettid  ful of precious iewelis.45 At the Cathedral there were
costs for making shoes and cleaning crowns,46 and at St John de Sepulchre
(Norwich) the  crucifix  had a blue tunic embroidered with golden starsclosed
with two ouches.47 At NorthElmham there were silver shoes for the brown
rood."a The shoes, like the oklad on icons, preserved the image from kissing."’9

The degree of antipathy shown for the crossby the Norfolk Lollards
would  also have  been exacerbated by votive  devotion to relics of the ‘ttue’
cross. Wendling Abbey and the Priory of Old Buckenham had relics, as did
by a number of  churches  cited in the Norwich Archdeaconry inventory of
1368.50 By the second half of the  fifteenth  century lay people  were  making
bequests of fragments in jeweled settings. The  most  famous  relic  was enshrined
at the Priory of Bromholm and we know that least one  Loddon  inhabitant,
John Welgate, had gone on pilgrimage there. In the  thirteenth  century the
Priory had acquired  a  substantial relic. According to Matthew of Paris, it was
shaped like  a  cross and about the width of  a  man’s  hand. It was enshrined in
a  patriarchal cross.“ One can assume  that  the pilgrimage site was particularly
offensive to the Lollards, yet the shrine is never  cited  in the Norwich records,
a curious lacuna.  Perhaps the popularity of the shrine had waned by the  1420’s,
though there is ample  late  fourteenth-century evidence of pilgrimage from
pilgrim badges,52 and Chaucer’s reference in the Reeve’s  Tale  suggests he
expected his audience to catch the Norfolk reference.53 The  omission might
also reflect calculated caution in the earliest  trials, for Bromholm had figured
in the  1424  trial of the Loddon chaplain, Sir Hugh Pye, executed for heresy
in Norwich some  three  weeks before Margery Baxter’s trial. In Foxe’s  account
of Pye’s  1424  trial, we learn  that  the Loddon chaplain had taken  a  pilgrim
souvenir fromJohn Welgate (‘the  cross  of  Bromehold’) and  cast  it  into  the
fire. Welgate’s cross of Bromholm would have been shaped like the relic.54

‘5 .S‘EWW, pp. 83—4, BL MS Add.  24202  (hereafter Tract).
4‘ Reaching, Chap/I, p. 23.
‘7 A  ttmim  pm  mafix’ de blew tafian'm  emhmud' mm Ital/i:  mini:  9! 9' much}, A. Watkin, ed.,

Ambdm'ong of Norwich.  Inuentoy of Chm-I)  Gaodr  telly).  Edward  III, Norfolk Record Society
19, pts  1  and 2, 1947—8, pt 1, p. 22, pt 2, p. lxxvi.

‘8 ].C.  Cox, Cbunbwardenf Account: fin»: the Fourteen!!! to the End of the Hfleentl) Centug',
London  1913, p.  140.

‘9 Comp. the  Tract’s ‘strokande  and kyssand  these  olde  stones  and  stokkis,’ p. 87.
5° VCH Nog‘blk, vol.  2, pp, 422, 376.  Watkin, Arthdaamny, pt 2, pp.  247—48.

5' F. Womald, ‘The  Rood of Bromholm’, journal  qf the  Warbmg and  Coufiauld Imtimm,
vol.  1  (1937—8) pp.  31—45, plate 6c.

52 M. Mitchiner, Medieval  Pilgrim  0' Secular Badges, London  1986, nos 39, 242, 244, 405—
06; B.  Spencer, Pilgrim  Souvenir:  and  Secular  Badges, London  1998, nos 178—80.  A cross

surmounts a heart, sometimes with flowers  rising.

5’ A  similar  exclamatia  turns up in  Tract, ‘the  swete rode of  Bromholme’, SEWW, p. 87.
5‘ Foxe, Am, vol. 3, p.  586.
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Even better known than Bromholm was the Marian shrine at Little Wal-
singham, yet it is mentioned only fourtimes. Clearly it figured in Lollard  talk
since Margery Baxter, John  Buxell, and John Skylan all used the same pun,
‘Mary of Falsingham’.55 Curiously, William Colyn, whose parish bordered Wal-
singham, denied holding that no honourshould be paid to images, and especi-
ally to  ‘Beate  Marie de Walsingham’.“ There can be little doubt, however, that
the  shrine  and its pilgrims sporting bright new badges were an  irritation  to
the East  Anglian  Lollards.

In addition to the major  shrines, there were numerous minor pilgrimage
sites.  Though  most  evidence  comes fromwills of the second half of the
fifteenth century, the shrines of St William of Norwich and St Mary de Am—
burgh at Yatmouth were well established in the  fourteenth, and pilgrim badges
document early fifteenth-century pilgrimage to Julian of Norwich, Richard
Caister, and St  Leonard, all centred at Norwich, perhaps St Margaret (Lynn)

and St Barbara. Marian images probably waxed and waned in popularity: Our
Lady on the Mount at King’s Lynn, Our Lady of Pity at Horstead, perhaps
Our Lady of Peace at Winfarthing. It is impossible to know how long other
shrines to saints and relics were actively promoted, St  Philip’s  arm at Castle
Acre Priory, John the Bapdst’s Head at Trimingham (probably an image),
St  Etheldreda’s  smock at Thetford. Significant  relics  elsewhere, a  treasure  trove
at the  Cluniac  Priory in Thetford and  a  foot of St Lucy at Wendling Abbey,
have no pilgrimages recorded. Pilgrimages were recorded, however, to  Saints
Albert  (Cringleford), Botolf  (Foulsham), Nicholas (W Acre), Petronilla (Stratton
Strawless), Theobald  (Lakenham), Thomas (Custhorpe, a  cell of  W  Acre
Priory)57 and Wandxed (Bixley). If one grants that only a  fraction of these
pilgrimage  sites  were active in the first quarter of the century, they must
nonetheless have been an irritant.

Like the image clause, the pilgrimage clause  takes  two forms, again  evenly
distributed, the absolute ‘that pilgrimage should in no way be done’58 and the
same clause qualified to redefine pilgrimage, ‘that  no pilgrimage shuld be do
but oonly to pore puple’.59 A  number of defendants connected locative and
charitable pilgrimage, including two from Loddon:  ‘the  expenses which shuld
be do and mad in suche pilgrimagcs shuld be yoven to the pore puple’ (John

55 Tanner, T n'alr, pp. 47, 74, 148.  Shrine-puns were characteristic; comp. John  Skylan’s
‘the  Lefdy of  Foulpette’ for Woolpit, Suffolk, p. 148.

5‘ Ibid, p. 91.
57 R.C.  Taylor  queried  a  cult image with relics, Index  Manam'am, London 1821, p. 27.

This minor shine on the  route  to Walsingham may have  contributed  to local antipathy:
fourdefendants  attacked  the  saint, three  citing the  Canterbury image; two providing the

court  their  witty pun ‘Thomme of  Cankerbuty’.
53 Quodpemgfinadane:  nullo  mode  .mntfiende, Tanner, T n'alr, p. 67.

5’ Tanner, Triak, p. 87; the Beccles cell  unanimously endorsed merciful pilgrimage,
pp.  112, 116, 122, 127, 131, 135, 187. Norfolk  reiteration, pp. 42, 71, 74, 106, 158, 170,
177, 185, 205.
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Pen), money, according to Hawisia Mons, that would otherwise go to priests,
‘gay tap [s] ters and proude ostelers’.°° Here the  East Anglians  reiterate  positions
established earlier. Drawing on the  Romrium’s  distinctions, the broad re-

definition  pilgrimage  was articulated in the 16 Points: ‘it is leueful and medeful
to go on pilgrimage to heuenwarde, doing werkes of penance, werkis of right-
fulnes and werkis of mercy.  . .  .  Suche  pilgrimage mai we wel do without
seching of dede ymages and of schxynes’.61 John Pyry of  Martham reformulates
the definition of merciful pilgrimage in language evoking Matthew 25: pilgrim-
ages should be made to the images of Christ who are the poor, Jed  adjmagine:
Christi qui :untpaupem.“

This  redefinition of pilgrimage as  a  Work of Mercy is directly connected
to pastoral catechetics, in  particular  their representation in parochial images
of the fourteenth century, well represented in Norfolk churches. Half the
Worksof Mercy are in the  southeast, though not preserved in Lollard  parishes.
The Works at Moulton and Wickhampton were painted by the same  artist  in
the  1370’s, and it is not impossible  that  he  also  worked at neighbouring Loddon
or even Martham, bothof which have lost their fourteenth-century walls
through  rebuilding. In all the  murals  a  woman (Mercy) performs the Works,
and the scenes  originally had English texts, perhaps dialogue, laxgely lost  except
at Potter Heigham.63 Above the scene in which a pilgrim is welcomed is the
word  ‘Herber’ (a lodging for travellers), the very word Hawisia Mone used
when she confessed to having ‘receyved and herberwed’ itinerant  preachers,
from her standpoint true not  false  pilgrims.“4 The lost texts were probably
couplets, like the dialogue recorded in  glass  still  extant  in the eighteenth century:
‘For  Thirst I Cleve,’ and  ‘Have  Drynk for the Lord  that  ye Leve’ or ‘For colde
Iquake’ and  ‘Have here clothes and warm to make’.65 A  surviving fragmentary
set without provenance includes the text  ‘For  your good deeds  heaven shall
be’.66 Perhaps a doom was  once  part of this set as at Lammas and Brandeston
and in the wall painting at Home (Suffolk) where the Works stand  next  to  a Last
Judgement.“ Whether  the Works once existed with the dooms at Ditchingham,

°° Ibid, p. 170. Hawisia  Mone’s  disapproval, p.  142, raises broader  social  issues.
"  SEWW, p. 23; cf. Romn'um, ‘Bodily pilgremage is  a  peyneful passyng in the wodde

for to do  werkes  of  charite, and it ow to be done for  a  rightwisse and  a  profitable  cause’
and ‘it ow to be  merciful’, p. 80.  Both  texts quote  Psalm  38:13.

‘2 Tanner, Trialr, p. 71.  Tract  also specifies  ‘Cristes ymages’ (SEW p. 87).  Romn'um
(p. 99) and the 12 Conclusions  (SEWW, p. 27) prefer ‘image  of  God’.

‘3 Visiting the  Sick:  EW.  Trislxam, English Wall  Painting offb: Foufieentb  Canny, London
1955, plate  649..

‘5‘ Tanner, Trialr, p.  142.
‘5 The five examples are  undated, but  there  is early 15th-century glass at  York, R.

Marks, Stained  Clan in  England, Toronto  1993, pp. 181—82, fig.  146. Textual  sources: Sayer!
UH, p.  249.

(’6 Ibid, p.  249.
‘7 H.M.  Cautley, .S'tfialk Cburtbn, 5th  edn, Woodbridge 1982, p. 298.  West  Somerton

doom: Sayer!  Lift, fig. 23.
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Martham, and Wymondham can only be conjectured,“ but it is clear that the
East  Anglian wall  paintings validated the  later  Lollard espousal of the  ‘precious
werkis of mercy’ to those who  were  ‘nakyd, hungry, thuxsty, and in strong
preson  boundun."9 The wordsof Rosarium correspond exactly with the pictures
still preserved on Norfolk  walls:  ‘ye mynystxe mete to hym  that  hungreth,
drynke to the thristy, [clothing] to the  naked, mynistxyng to the seke, herberow
to the pilgrime  &  necessariis to hym  that  is putte in prison.’70 In these  catechet—
ical images  exist  the grounds for  a  symbiotic relationship between the East
Anglian  Lollards  and their orthodox fellow-parishioners, for they embodied
the criteria by which not only ‘ttew  men’ but all Christians  ‘schal  be meded
in the  laste  dorne’.71

6' Ditchingham:  Archaeolagimljaumal, vol. 5 (1848), p. 69; Martham:  E.S.  Taylor, ‘Notes
on the  church  of  Martham’, Nogfolk  Arc/Jaenlog, vol.  5  (1859), p.  171; Wymondham:  Blome-
field, Cbapelr, vol. 2, p.  528.

‘9 SEWW, Tract, pp. 87, 83.
7° arium, p. 99.
7' Ibid, p. 80.
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